No.F.2-12/TBF/2014-15/Exh.

17 June 2014

CORRIGENDUM

Sub.: Tender for NBT Tirunelveli Book Fair (18 – 27 July 2014)
for fabrication of stalls/stands and installation of electrical fittings, PA system

The following amendments have been incorporated in the Tender Document:

1) In Chapter – 5 & 7 (specification of work/bill of quantity), Item No.1 may be read as
   “In addition to the specifications given in our Tender Document, we may require one
   single waterproof super structure with GI sheet roof to cover both passage and
   stall/stands area as per the following specifications:

   a) The structure should be sturdy and neatly finished. The basic structure is
      constructed of 6” dia steel tubular pipes of A Class for the pillars and the
      connecting trusses should be clear span of size (80 ft ) with minimum height of
      15’ is made from 3 inch pipe and cross supported with parlins of 2 ½ inches with
      a space of 4 ft to make a perfect slope. The roof is made from GCI sheets of 22
      guage (without any imperfection of holes fixed with Z clamps).Overlap and
      extension of the GCI sheet should be 1’ on all sides and sufficient slope provided
      for drainage of water in case of rain. The false ceiling roof covered with hessian
      cloth on wooden baton and hessian cloth. Approx. 75 ceiling fans would also be
      required to cover entire area of stalls. The flooring of entire structure should be 8
      inches height with wooden platform covered stalls and passage area with good
      quality clean and neat carpet of uniform colour.

   b) Stall: Size 3m x 3m
      Computerized lettering on vinyl cutting name fascia in English/Tamil on Stalls of
      3m x 3m, each with prefab octonorm system, consisting of four display tables Or
      24 Wire Mesh Shelves Or 6 Slated Book Racks with 24 Shelves, 4 tube lights (20
      Watts), one octonorm table for counter of the same colour, two black folding
      chairs with steel arms, plug point for computer with 5 and 15 Amp socket, two
      mineral water bottles of 1 litre for each stall on per day basis and one waterproof
      kanat of 3m x 3m size/cloth for covering the stall after the Book Fair timings.

2) In Chapter – 5 & 7 (specification of work/bill of quantity), Item No.4 & 4(a) may be
   read as “Auditorium of size 40’x80’ is required in waterproof super structure with GI
   sheet roof instead of hanger structure with wooden platform of 6’ to 9’ height.

   The other terms & conditions of the Tender Document will remain the same.